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There are many new improvements coming to market in FracMan® 7.9, to help you 
deliver industry projects with detailed fracture network models.  Many of these 
features are detailed in the below summary:  

FracMan® 7.9

Matching DFN Connectivity
A major 7.9 improvement in the 
FracMan® geological armory is 
the ability to produce fracture 
distributions that reflect real 
fracture intersections and network 
connectivity better.  These 
improvements support better 
geometrical fracture descriptions, but 
also improve the network response 
under hydraulic and geotechnical 
conditions.  Founded on the flexible 
geocellular approach, FracMans all 
new Grown DFN approach has been 
developed to better reflect measured 
geometric data from boreholes or 
outcrop analogues, which can be 
ground-truthed using a combination 
of fracture intensity, fracture 
orientation, and the invariant X-, -I, -Y, 
and -V fracture connectivity metrics.  

Making Better Use of 
Photogrammetry  
Rapid gaining adoption across 
various industries, FracMan® 7.9 
continues to make better quality 
DFN models from photogrammetry 
picked trace data.  Using these 
photogrammetry data, you can 
use FracMan to derive the main 
parameters necessary for creation of 
a 3D DFN.  Use the photogrammetry 
data, you can build accurate 
descriptions of the key fracture 
parameters for orientation, intensity, 
and size.  Such photogrammetry 
derived models provide support 
to delivering assessing rock mass 
behavior for projects in infrastructure/
mining (slopes/benches/tunnels), 
nuclear waste (performance 
assessments and facility design), 
energy ( oil & gas renewables)  

Improved DFN Geotechnical 
Analysis Integration 
The geotechnical design space inside 
FracMan® 7.9 continues to evolve.  
With centered on the geotechnical 
characterization and analysis, 
FracMan is becoming the integrated 
geological, hydrogegeological, 
and geotechnical toolkit engineers 
require.  
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User Interface & Workflow Improvements
Object Creation: Improved workflows for definition i) well intervals sets, ii) point data sets, and iii) well logs.

File Connectivity: additional I/O compatibility for grids, solids, points and reservoir flow simulation.

Monte Carlo: Expanded range of analysis options for the Monte Carlo and Parametric Sweeping workflows.  

Macro Command: Additional operations integrated in the macro command language.  

Mesh Generation: New meshmaster implementation including support for multi-processor generation.

Data Analytics: Implementation of functionality for multi variate regression analysis.  

Workflow Processes: introduction of customised workflows for simpler creation of well test and hydraulic fracturing 
models.  

Geological Improvements
Fracture Connectivity: Rapidly evaluate fracture connectivity and terminations. 

Fracture Conditioning: Condition stochastic DFN models to perfectly honour observed intensity, orientation and 
length data where it exists.

Grown DFN Generation: Genetically grown the DFN models considering chronology and fracture interactions.  

TraceMap DFN Generation: Improvements to the workflows for creating DFN models from traced outcrop data.  

Hydrogeological Improvements
Permeability Upscaling: improved consistency across Oda and Block-K flow upscaling approaches. 

Flow Simulation: Revision of general-purpose flow simulation user interface to permit flow solver selection.  

Well Testing: Well testing workflow improvements centred around flow solver and output.  Inclusion of a propert 
compressible flow simulation approach.

PFLOTRAN: Initial integration of the PFLOTRAN state of the art massively parallel code in FracMan.  Available for 
both Flow Simulation and Well Testing workflows.  

HydroBench: New tool in the HydroBench well test interpreter and simulator.  

Geomechanical Improvements
Pore Pressure Prediction: Functionality to evaluate reservoir pore pressure conditions using seismic velocity data.

Wellbore Stability: Functionality to evaluate borehole stability. 

Geomechanical Upscaling: performance improvements for geomechanical (rock mass modulus) upscaling. 

FracStress: Our geomechanical simulator has received some broad improvements to performance, choice and 
specification of boundary conditions, and results output. 

Hydraulic Fracturing: Improvements centred around flexible 
specification of fluid properties & matrix leakoff. Full monitoring and 
output of treatment pressures during the frac operation, and output 
of stimulated frac geometries.  

Rockwedge Kinematics: improvements to the kinematic engine for 
prediction of geotechnical stability. 
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